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Dear Dennis, 	 t3/9/97 
Sorry we've been 110Sed but there in no rush. I hope the union holds out for 

fin end to what got its real start under heagan, working people parttime and with 
no benefits. "Lt means that for those without medical insiu-ence the government has 
to pay the costs hero and 1 believe in many otherplaees. So that the rich can 
get richer. LL' they hold out and wiai and i t611PS gets hurt as it should by those 
who have depended on it, that 1;:ighL be the beginning of some reform of abuses 
of working people. 

hope you enjoy your visitwitlxt your folks. 
BY now you should. have the dislc Burus Revelkticin4. Jerry has not yet 

made arrangement of have disks made of the second spilogf.e t9 thketh. 
c4;t7+- hiLa( P  "llek:r3  has been enjoying at least seine of it, what 1, did to th

t
press: he laughs and 

refers to its rather Swiftian. 
A friend of Posner's in Texas sayo he says people will be surprised at 

what he will say about stay RELd the „King case. I am not impatient to see it. a I did separate the aiebling chpters fro-io Inside, and Jerry has a xerox of 
them and is going to use some of it in his writing. 

I ewe on many copies 	made for honorable '''on and a fat stack of copies 
I wads for Mangold after ho phoned me from England and. before he used Goldberg 
to make Faustus of him. I gave them to Jerry, too. Cr, I think that by the time / 
you and or Gerry get her/  and. can tell him what you'd like to use he May well 
be able to direct you to some in what I've given I • ecently. 

W hope that wheN you come ilancy can be with you. 

Best to you both, 
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August 5, 1997 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Dear Harold: 

Hope all is well with you both. 

Last week I printed the first 15 chapters of Inside... that you had asked for and gave them to our secretary to send out. She did — by UPS on Friday! Most unfortunate. I expect that the parcel made part of the journey before the strike began. In any case, I'll wait a few days to see what happens. I expect it may find its way to Frederick in a few days anyway. I will be leaving tomorrow morning to visit my parents in Maine for a few days and will check with you when! return next week to see if you received it. If not, I'll print another copy and send it via U.S. Mail. 

I received the package with the chapters for revision as well as your letter regarding that material. I telephoned Jamie and made plans to meet with her next week. Her computer has been acting up and she has not had the money to get it repaired. But that should be sorted out by next week and she should be able to finish up this project soon. I will keep you posted. 

I was looking up some things on the Internet and stumbled across the self-promotional "website" of Gerald Posner. On it there is an announcement of his latest project, a book allegedly on James Earl Ray and the Assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, due out next spring. 
Gerry and 1 are working away on the book project. I am sure we will have some questions for you before too long. 

Regards to Lil. Greetings from Nancy to you both. 

Si erely, 

o. 
Dennis 


